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Abstract—Liquid cooling using interlayer microchannels has
appeared as a viable and scalable packaging technology for
3-D multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs). Microchannel-
based liquid cooling, however, can substantially increase the on-
chip thermal gradients, which are undesirable for reliability,
performance, and cooling efficiency. In this paper, we present
GreenCool, an optimal design methodology for liquid-cooled 3-D
MPSoCs. GreenCool simultaneously minimizes the cooling energy
for a given system while maintaining thermal gradients and
peak temperatures under safe limits. This is accomplished by
tuning the heat transfer characteristics of the microchannels
using channel width modulation. Channel width modulation is
compatible with the current process technologies and incurs
minimal additional fabrication costs. Through an extensive set of
experiments, we show that channel width modulation is capable
of complementing and enhancing the benefits of temperature-
aware floorplanning. We also experiment with a 16-core 3-D
system with stacked dynamic random-access memory, for which
GreenCool improves energy efficiency by up to 53% with respect
to no channel modulation.

Index Terms—3-D ICs, energy efficiency, liquid cooling.

I. Introduction

3-DSTACKING technology enables building multipro-
cessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs) and integrated

circuits (ICs) with higher transistor density per footprint,
integrating heterogeneous technologies, and achieving more
desirable tradeoffs between manufacturing cost and perfor-
mance. Early 3-D stacked products in the market include
stacked memory chips, package-on-package integration, and
2.5-D systems. Recently, research efforts for building 3-D MP-
SoCs and connecting layers in a 3-D stack using high-speed
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Fig. 1. Liquid-cooled 3-D IC with interlayer microchannels [6].

through-silicon vias (TSVs) have gained momentum [1]–[4].
However, the development of high-performance 3-D MPSoCs
is strongly limited by the increase in on-chip temperatures.
High-performance 3-D MPSoCs include a large number of
processor cores in close proximity. Such high power densities,
combined with the reduced cooling efficiency for the layers
away from the cooling subsystem (e.g., heat sinks and fans),
aggravate the existing temperature-induced problems [5].

Considering the significance of the thermal challenges in
3-D stacked design, interlayer liquid cooling using microchan-
nels that are directly etched on the back of the substrates of
individual layers (see Fig. 1) is a viable and scalable cooling
solution for 3-D MPSoCs. Prototypes of 3-D interlayer water-
based liquid-cooled packages have demonstrated the superior
cooling capabilities of this technology, the corresponding
reduction in the cooling energy, and also the relative ease
with which the current CMOS processes can be modified for
manufacturing liquid-cooled systems [7]–[9].

Despite these advances, interlayer liquid-cooling brings new
thermal management challenges such as increased thermal
gradients. Large gradients on chips cause reliability challenges
as many failure mechanisms are accelerated by spatial thermal
variations [10], [11]. In addition, device switching delay is af-
fected by temperature and as a result, large gradients incur po-
tential timing errors at run-time or higher design complexity to
mitigate such errors. Large thermal gradients in liquid-cooled
ICs appear mainly because of the rise in coolant temperature
as liquid flows from inlet to outlet absorbing heat along
the way [7], [12], [13]. Recent research has demonstrated
that applying thermal management techniques designed for
planar 2-D ICs to 3-D systems is suboptimal for meeting de-
sired performance-temperature-energy requirements [14], [15].
While recent work has also developed thermal management
policies for liquid-cooled 3-D systems [5], [6], [16], [17],
these policies do not address the thermal gradients along the
microchannels.
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On the other hand, liquid cooling brings unique opportuni-
ties to design and optimize cooling. For example, microchan-
nel heat transfer characteristics can be customized for specific
target thermal loads [17], [18] in order to precisely control and
minimize the cooling effort [6]. This paper builds on this cus-
tomization concept and proposes gradient reduction and energy
conservation using optimized liquid-cooling, or GreenCool,
which is an optimal design methodology for liquid-cooled 3-D
MPSoCs. GreenCool simultaneously reduces thermal gradients
in liquid-cooled 3-D ICs and minimizes the energy consumed
for pumping the coolant into the system. This is accomplished
through channel width modulation [12], [13], which allows
different segments of a microchannel to have different widths
(as opposed to having a straight, fixed-width microchannel). In
this way, it is possible to tune the heat transfer characteristics
of the microchannel at a fine granularity. Hence, channel width
can be optimally adjusted to cater to the thermal loads of
local hot spots, as well as to compensate for the rise in
coolant temperature as it flows form inlet to outlet. GreenCool
accomplishes this by providing an optimal channel width
profile for an entire 3-D MPSoC based on its unique heat
flux footprint. GreenCool is also compatible with the current
process technologies and incurs minimal additional fabrication
costs. Our contributions in this paper are as follows.

1) We quantify the impact of varying the channel width on
convective heat transfer and the overall thermal state of
3-D MPSoCs.

2) We develop GreenCool as an optimal design method for
minimizing the coolant pumping power using channel
modulation, subject to thermal constraints.

3) Using a 3-D MPSoC test vehicle, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of GreenCool. We compare the energy ef-
ficiency of GreenCool with channel modulation against
uniform channel width-based optimization (referred to
as GreenCool without modulation). Our experiments,
including floorplan exploration, show that GreenCool
with modulation can adhere to given thermal constraints
while saving up to 98% pumping power, regardless of
how thermally suboptimal the floorplan is.

4) We also perform experiments using a 16-core 3-D
MPSoC with stacked dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM). We model the memory access latency and
the overall application-level performance of this 3-D
system in detail. On the 16-core system, our experi-
ments illustrate that GreenCool with channel modulation
improves energy efficiency by up to 53% compared to
optimization without channel modulation.

The rest of this paper starts with an overview of related
work. Section III describes the fundamentals of channel
width modulation and presents the temperature simulation
model for liquid-cooled 3-D ICs. Section IV formulates
the optimization problem and describes the design space
exploration. Section V demonstrates the impact of GreenCool
under various floorplan optimizations. Section VI provides
the performance modeling methodology for the 3-D MPSoC
with stacked DRAM. We describe the experimental setup,
3-D MPSoC architecture, and the workload characteristics in

Section VII. Section VIII discusses the experimental results
and Section IX concludes this paper.

II. Related Work

This section first provides an overview of the state-of-the-
art in the design and thermal modeling of liquid-cooled ICs.
We then discuss existing run-time and design-time thermal
management techniques for liquid-cooled 3-D MPSoCs.

A. Liquid Cooling Utilization in 3-D ICs

The seminal work done by Tuckerman and Pease [19]
establishes the foundation of today’s research efforts to build
a complete 3-D stacked IC with interlayer water-based mi-
crochannel liquid cooling. They demonstrate that microchan-
nel liquid-cooled heat sinks can remove heat fluxes on the
order of 800 W/cm2 while operating below 85 °C. They also
present a preliminary theoretical and experimental study of the
relationship between the aspect ratio of the microchannels and
the heat transfer characteristics.

More recently, back-side water-based liquid cold plates
(such as staggered microchannel and distributed return jet
plates) are developed for IC cooling, which can handle up
to 400 W/cm2 in single-chip applications [20]. Prototypes of
3-D chips with interlayer microchannel heat sinks have been
shown to handle up to 250 W/cm2 of hot spot heat fluxes,
demonstrating the scalability of interlayer liquid cooling [8],
[9]. Enhanced heat transfer geometries, such as pin fins, have
also been built as an alternative to microchannels, improving
the heat transfer characteristics at the cost of higher unpre-
dictability in coolant flow patterns [7], [21].

B. Thermal Modeling of Liquid-Cooled ICs

While thermal simulation for conventional air-cooled ICs
has been well investigated (see [22]), the thermal simulation
of liquid-cooled ICs has recently garnered interest. A thermal
model for 3-D systems with microchannel cooling [23] has
been developed based on HotSpot [22].

Mizunuma et al. [24] propose a steady-state thermal
simulation method, which is based on the extraction of
thermal properties from numerical presimulations running on
computational fluid dynamics simulators and their inclusion
in a conventional thermal resistance circuit for microchannel-
cooled 3-D ICs. Sridhar et al. [25] advance the first transient
thermal simulation method for liquid-cooled ICs. Their
simulator, 3D-ICE, uses a new compact model representation
for forced convective cooling and creates an RC circuit for
the microchannels. This RC circuit can then be integrated
with the existing RC model for thermal conduction in the
IC to perform transient conjugate conduction-convection
simulations in liquid-cooled ICs.

A new porous medium approach is also proposed for
3D-ICE, which enables the simulations of enhanced heat
transfer geometries such as pin fins [26]. Feng and Li [27]
introduce a thermal simulation framework of 3-D stacks,
where graphical processing units are utilized for accelerating
temperature calculation.

C. Run-Time Management for Liquid-Cooled 3-D MPSoCs

Several run-time thermal management techniques have been
proposed to address the challenges presented by liquid-cooled
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3-D MPSoCs. Coskun et al. [23] evaluate existing thermal
management policies on a 3-D MPSoC with a fixed-flow rate
value, and propose a run-time thermal management policy that
dynamically adjusts the flow rate based on temperature mea-
surements to balance the temperature on the 3-D MPSoC. Our
recent work improves the energy efficiency of 3-D MPSoCs
by using variable flow rate adjustment and thermally aware
load balancing [15].

Recently, Qian et al. [17] explore the use of a cyber-physical
approach for 3-D MPSoCs thermal management with inter-tier
liquid cooling. They construct their control mechanism with
software-based thermal estimation and prediction. They use a
nonuniform liquid flow in different microchannels to meet the
cooling demands of different modules. Our previous work on
run-time thermal management of liquid-cooled 3-D MPSoCs
uses fuzzy-logic control to achieve energy-efficient thermal
management, where a combined control of flow rate, dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling, and task scheduling is used [6].
Finally, a recent work by Zanini et al. [16] explores the use
of a convex optimization and hierarchical control to achieve
low power thermal management. These run-time management
methods, while effective, do not address the thermal gradients
caused by the heat absorption in the microchannels.

D. Design-Time Optimization for Liquid-Cooled 3-D MPSoCs

Complementary to run-time thermal management, design-
time solutions such as thermally-aware floorplanning have
also been proposed for 3-D MPSoCs thermal management
[28]–[31].

Qian et al. [17] propose a channel clustering methodology
for this problem where microchannels are grouped into clusters
of channels. Within a single cluster, the channels have the same
flow rate in order to customize the cooling effort based on the
demands of computing elements. Recently, Qian et al. [32]
extend their previous work by proposing an energy-efficient
microchannel clustering technique where the primary aim is
to minimize the pumping energy consumed to achieve a given
peak temperature constraint. Shi et al. [33] propose a cus-
tomized channel allocation technique, where the density of the
etched microchannels reflects the cooling demands of various
regions of the IC. However, the channel allocation technique
primarily targets the improvement of energy efficiency instead
of the thermal distribution. Moreover, while these methods
work when the hot spots line up perpendicular to the coolant
flow, they do not address the case where multiple different hot
spots lie along a channel.

Mizunuma et al. [34] use their thermal model to explore
floorplanning solutions to homogenize temperature distribu-
tions in a 3-D IC. However, their work targets an unrealistic
large number of identically sized functional blocks.

Brunschwiler et al. [13], [18] investigate channel width
modulation, four-port fluid access, and the use of fluid
guiding structures for thermal optimization. They show
that by changing the channel width as we move from
inlet to outlet, we can perform customized cooling and
thus achieve thermal balancing. However, their channel
modulation scheme relies on heuristics and without providing
an optimality guarantee. In our recent work, we use optimal

Fig. 2. Test structure: a single microchannel cooling a strip of an IC with
uniform heat flux distribution. 3-D and cross-sectional views.

control theory to find the best possible channel width profile
and provide a mathematically precise solution to the problem
of minimizing thermal gradients in the ICs [12]. Our approach
finds the solution with the theoretical minimum possible
thermal gradient for a given problem.

In this paper, we use the same principle of channel modula-
tion as in [12] to design energy-efficient liquid cooling systems
that keep thermal gradients under a user-defined limit. This
paper differs from prior work in channel modulation or energy-
efficient cooling design as follows.

1) Unlike previous design-time methods for energy-
efficient liquid cooling, our proposal is applicable with
the current process technologies and does not bring any
complexity to the fluid delivery network.

2) While prior work mostly focuses on the peak tem-
peratures, we also take the maximum spatial thermal
variations into account in our optimization procedure. In
addition, we show the sensitivity of our technique with
respect to changes in the maximum thermal variation
requirement.

3) While our proposal is a design-time technique, thus com-
plementary to run-time thermal management strategies,
it handles the thermal gradient reduction more efficiently
compared to run-time techniques. As our technique opti-
mizes the tradeoff between pumping power and thermal
gradients [5], [6], it helps achieve more efficient thermal
management.

III. Channel Width Modulation: Concepts

This section first describes the causes for large thermal
gradients in liquid-cooled ICs. We then present the concept
of channel modulation, as a method used by GreenCool to
reduce thermal gradients and to minimize the pumping effort.
In addition, the mathematical formulation of the problem is
described, which is later used to formulate and solve the
proposed optimal design problem.

A. Thermal Gradients and Channel Modulation

Thermal gradients arise in liquid-cooled ICs for two rea-
sons: 1) nonuniform heat fluxes resulting in nonuniform tem-
perature distribution, and 2) sensible heat absorption by the
coolant, creating uneven heat-sinking from inlet to outlet. The
latter reason is far more dominant than the former one. This
is illustrated using the example shown in Fig. 2. Here, a
single microchannel heat sink cools a strip of silicon chip with
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Fig. 3. Junction temperature distribution for the structure in Fig. 2 with (a) uniform nonmodulated channel width and (b) modulated channel width to
compensate for sensible heat absorption.

uniform heat flux distribution q̂i. The direction of coolant flow
is along the z-axis. The cross section of the structure is also
shown in the figure. For this structure, the junction temperature
(i.e., the temperature in the active layer of silicon) is plotted
as a function of the longitudinal distance from the inlet in
Fig. 3(a) [7]. As the figure shows, even in the case of uniform
heat flux distribution, the junction temperature rises steadily
with respect to the fluid inlet temperature from the inlet,
reaching a maximum at the outlet. The junction temperature
has three main contributors.

1) The temperature change due to conduction from the
junction to the surface of the microchannel walls through
the silicon substrate, represented by �Tcond.

2) The temperature change due to the convective resistance
at the surface of the microchannel walls, where the heat
from silicon is carried away by flowing liquid. This is
represented by �Tconv. For simplicity of illustration, we
assume the convective resistance, and hence �Tconv, to
be constant from inlet to outlet by neglecting the entry
region effects.

3) The temperature change due to the sensible heat absorp-
tion (coolant rising in temperature due to the storage of
thermal energy) from inlet to outlet. This is referred to
as �Theat. As shown in Fig. 3, this is the only varying
quantity in the plot and hence, the primary contributor
of thermal gradients on the silicon junction.

The thermal gradient in Fig. 3(a) can be reduced by mod-
ifying one of the above three contributors. First, we consider
�Tcond. �Tcond depends on the conductive thermal resistance
Rconv, which in turn depends on the thermal conductivity of
silicon and the thickness of the substrate—both of which are
determined by the technology and the fabrication process, and
are difficult to change. Next, we consider �Theat. The sensible
heat absorption is a function that depends on the volumetric
heat capacity of the coolant and the flow rate. The slope of
this function (and hence the thermal gradient on the silicon
junction) can be reduced by pumping the coolant at a higher
flow rate (in other words, taking away heat from the channels
more quickly, preventing the temperature from rising in the
IC). However, this comes at the cost of higher pumping power.

The main idea behind GreenCool is to achieve lower thermal
gradients without any rise in cooling energy costs or changes
to the existing fabrication process. Hence, in this paper, we
focus on �Tconv. The convective temperature change depends
on the convective resistance Rconv, which under steady-state
conditions, depends on the channel aspect ratio [35]. Using
the conventional CMOS fabrication process for etching the

Fig. 4. Rconv as a function of the channel width for the structure in Fig. 2.

channels, it is possible to modulate the width of the channel
from inlet to outlet (and hence its aspect ratio) and create any
kind of channel width profile, while keeping the height of the
channels constant. Thus, channel width modulation requires
only a change in the patterns on the masks used for etching
channels amounting to minimal additional fabrication costs.
To summarize, using careful design it is possible to modify
the local channel aspect ratios so as to contain the pumping
power while constraining the thermal gradients.

To understand how the channel width affects �Tconv in de-
tail, we explore the following equations governing the Nusselt
number (a dimensionless form of heat transfer coefficient),
and the product of friction factor and Reynold’s number for
microchannels, under fully developed conditions [35]:

Nu = 8.235 · (1 − 2.0421AR + 3.0853AR2

−2.4765AR3 + 1.0578AR4 − 0.1861AR5)

fr · Re = 24 · (1 − 1.3553AR + 1.9467AR2

−1.7012AR3 + 0.9564AR4 − 0.2537AR5) (1)

where AR is the aspect ratio reciprocal (height/width) of
the channel. Using the Nusselt number, the heat transfer
coefficient (a measure of the amount of heat transferred per
unit area for one Kelvin difference in temperature between the
fluid and the microchannel wall surface, expressed in W/m2K)
can be written as follows:

h =
kcoolant · Nu

dh

(2)

where kcoolant is the thermal conductivity of the coolant and
dh is the hydraulic diameter of channel. The effective heat
transfer coefficient as seen by the junction looking down the
channel from the top can be written by projecting the heat
transfer coefficient above from the side wall surfaces onto the
top, as follows:

heff = h
2HC + wC

W
(3)

where HC is the height and wC is the width of the channel,
and W is the total width of the structure as shown in Fig. 2.
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The convective resistance Rconv for this structure can be
obtained as a reciprocal of this quantity. The Rconv for this
structure is plotted as a function of wC in Fig. 4, assuming
water as the coolant, HC = 100 μm, W = 100 μm, and
varying wC from 10 to 50 μm.

Fig. 4 shows that the convective resistance (and also �Tconv)
drops quickly as the channel width is reduced. Since our
goal is to modify the convective resistance to compensate
for �Theat, we can postulate that the channel width must no
longer be a constant, but instead, should be a function of the
distance along the channel wC(z). The width must be larger
near the inlet where the fluid temperature is low and smaller
near the outlet where the fluid temperature is high. Hence,
theoretically, for the case of uniform heat flux, it is possible
to lower the final thermal gradient by steadily modulating the
channel width from inlet to outlet, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

However, in reality, a variety of factors affect our ability
to achieve an ideal thermal gradient. First, the heat flux
distributions in a realistic IC is highly nonuniform and the
resulting local rise and fall in incoming heat flux adds to
the temperature gradients. This must also be compensated for
in addition to the rise in the coolant temperature. Second,
the manufacturing constraints and the placement of TSVs
in the microchannel walls restrict our ability to increase or
decrease the channel width. Third, reducing channel widths
increases the frictional resistance to the flow of the coolant
through the channels, and thus increases the pumping effort
required (in other words, the energy required for cooling
the IC). These factors, combined with our goal to modulate
the channel width for reducing thermal gradients, represent
conflicting optimization goals in the design. Hence, we define
an optimal control design problem consisting of a cost function
to be minimized, where the cost function and constraints are
determined based on the goals and system specifications. In
GreenCool, we use channel modulation to solve the optimal
control problem of minimizing pumping power to cool a given
3-D MPSoC, while maintaining thermal gradients and peak
temperatures of the IC below desired levels and respecting
various manufacturing constraints.

B. Thermal Model

For solving the optimal control problem defined above, it is
essential to find an analytical formulation for the heat transfer
problem in 3-D ICs with microchannel liquid cooling. This
analytical formulation must be in the form of an ordinary
differential equation providing the mathematical platform on
which an optimal control algorithm can work. The goal of
our optimization is to compute the channel width profile as a
function of the distance from the inlet, which minimizes the
intended cost function. Hence, the steady-state temperatures
of the 3-D IC must be written as a function of this distance in
the analytical formulation, with the channel widths as the input
parameters. If the distance from the inlet is measured along the
coordinate axis z, then we need to find an equation of the form

d

dz
T(z) = �(z, wC(z), T(z)) (4)

where T(z) is the vector of temperatures on the IC that we
are interested in and wC(z) is a vector of width functions of

Fig. 5. Test structure: a single microchannel cooling two active silicon
layers.

different microchannels written as a function of z. Our goal
is to find the wC(z) that minimizes the gradients in T(z).

In order to find the steady-state analytical model for heat
transfer in an IC cooled by a microchannel, we consider a
single microchannel structure of length d shown in Fig. 5
between two silicon layers, and two silicon side walls. The
width of the entire structure is W . The width of the channel
is a function of distance wC(z). The height of the channel and
the height of the silicon walls above and below the channel are
constants, with values of HC and HSi, respectively. Heat flux
distributions q̂i1(z) and q̂i2(z) (measured here as the heat per
unit length along z axis, W/m) are applied to the top and the
bottom layers of the silicon—referred to as the active layers.
Coolant enters the microchannel at the inlet (z = 0) with a
constant temperature TCin, absorbs heat from silicon along the
way, and exits at the outlet (z = d). All the exposed surfaces of
silicon are assumed to be adiabatic, hence the microchannel
heat sink is the only way for the heat to exit the system.
Using the electrical analogy for heat transfer in ICs with
microchannel heat sinks, where temperature is represented
by voltage and heat flow is represented by current, circuit
parameters can be written for a cell of this structure (see
Fig. 6), representing the following five types of heat transfer
occurring in the structure [25], [26]:

1) longitudinal heat conduction inside the two active silicon
layers, parallel to the microchannel (ĝl);

2) vertical heat conduction from the active silicon layers to
surface of the top and bottom walls of the microchannel
(ĝw(z));

3) vertical heat conduction between the active silicon layers
through the silicon side walls enclosing the microchan-
nel (ĝv,Si);

4) convective heat transfer from the surface of the mi-
crochannel walls into the bulk of the flowing coolant
(ĥ(z));

5) convective heat transport downstream along the channel
due to the mass transfer (flow) of the coolant (qC(z)).

The state variables in this formulation are the temperatures
in the two active silicon layers, T1(z) and T2(z), and the heat
flowing in these layers parallel to the channel q1(z) and q2(z).
TC(z) represents the temperature of the coolant as a function
of the distance from the inlet. Assuming the silicon thermal
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Fig. 6. Cell of the test structure with length �z and at a distance z from the
inlet, and the equivalent electrical circuit.

conductivity is kSi, the volumetric heat capacity of the coolant
is cv, and the volumetric flow rate is V̇ , we can write the
following parameters for this circuit [25], [26]:

ĝl = kSi × W × HSi (W × m)

ĝw(z) = kSi × (W − wC(z))

(2HSi + HC)
(W/m)

ĝv,Si = kSi × W

HSi

(W/m)

ĥ(z) = h(z, wC(z)) (W/m)

ĝv(z) = (ĝ−1
v,Si + ĥ(z)−1)−1 (W/m)

qC(z) = cv × V̇ × TC(z) (W). (5)

The heat transfer coefficient ĥ(z) is a function of various
parameters, namely Reynold’s number of the flow, the coolant
thermal conductivity, its viscosity, the distance from the inlet,
and the width of the channel wC(z). Our model is independent
of the method used to estimate heat transfer coefficients,
the correlation studies based on experiments, or numerical
techniques. In this study, we adopt the heat transfer coefficient
calculated using the Nusselt number correlations (as a function
of channel aspect ratio) presented by Shah and London for
isothermal channel perimeters as shown in (1) [35].

Using the parameters in (5), the state-space analytical model
for heat transfer in the test structure can be derived as follows:

d

dz
X(z) = F(z, wC(z), X(z)) + G(q̂i(z), TCin) (6)

where

X(z) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

T1(z)
T2(z)
q1(z)
q2(z)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ q̂i(z) =

[
q̂i1(z)
q̂i2(z)

]
. (7)

F(z, wC(z), X(z)) is a nonlinear function of distance, channel
width, and the states of the system. G(q̂i(z), TCin) is another
vector function that is independent of the states and depen-
dent solely on the input heat flux distributions and the inlet
temperature of the coolant. Since all the exposed surfaces of
the IC are assumed to be adiabatic, the boundary conditions
for the above analytical model can be defined as follows:

qi(0) = qi(d) = 0, i = 1, 2. (8)

The derivation of the functions in (7) is beyond the scope of
this paper. The proposed model has been validated against the
numerical simulator 3D-ICE [25]. Our model can be extended
for the case of multiple channels adjacent to each other, by
taking into account of the additional heat spreading in the
lateral (y) direction. Each added channel brings two additional
nodes: one for the top layer and one for the bottom layer
of silicon (each node constitutes a temperature variable and
a heat flow variable). It is also possible to combine two or
more channels under a single set of top and bottom nodes to
reduce the model complexity, by scaling the per-unit-length
parameters in (5) suitably.

IV. GreenCool Optimization Methodology

This section describes the GreenCool methodology for
optimizing the energy efficiency of 3-D MPSoCs. Our method
minimizes the required pumping energy while maintaining
given peak temperature and thermal gradient constraints. For
the sake of simplicity, in the optimization procedure described
below, we assume that the fluid is always under fully devel-
oped conditions. We also assume that fluid parameters such as
viscosity and density are constant and temperature independent
for the computation of convective resistances [35]. It is impor-
tant to note that the proposed approach is able to incorporate
a more complex relationship between the channel width and
the flow profiles or heat transfer characteristics. However, the
study of such relations is beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Cost Function Derivation

Since our primary optimization metric is the pumping
energy, we use Bernoulli’s equation that relates the required
input power (Qpump) with the required pressure drop (�P) and
the total flow rate (V̇)

Qpump =
�P · V̇T

η
(9)

where η is the pump efficiency, �P is the pressure drop
vector among the existing N microchannels in the 3-D MPSoC
(i.e., �P = [�P0, �P1, . . . , �PN−1]), and V̇ is the flow rate
vector of all the flow rates in the different channels (i.e.,
V̇ = [V̇0, V̇1, . . . , V̇N−1]). Since the pump efficiency (η) is
mainly dependent on the pump characteristics and not on the
modulated channel or the 3-D MPSoC thermal state, it does
not have any impact on the optimization procedure. Hence, we
remove its impact from our upcoming derivations and calcu-
lations. We use the Darcy Weisbach equation to calculate the
pressure drop. For the ith microchannel (i ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N −1])
of length d and a channel width function wC,i(z), the pressure
drop across it (�Pi) is calculated as follows:

�Pi =

d∫
0

2
fr · Rei(z) · ρ · vi(z)2

Rei(z) · Dhi(z)
dz (10)

where

vi(z) =
V̇i

wC,i(z) · HC

(flow velocity) (11)

Rei(z) =
Dhi(z) · vi(z)

υ
(Reynold’s number) (12)
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Dhi(z) = 2
wC,i(z) · HC

wC,i(z) + HC

(hydraulic diameter) (13)

ARi(z) =
HC

WC,i(Z)
(aspect ratio reciprocal).(14)

The product of the friction factor and Reynold’s number
fr · Re(z) is given by (1) where AR is replaced by ARi(z).
The equations above demonstrate that there is a nonlinear
dependency of the pressure drop on the channel width func-
tion. Our goal is to find a channel width profile (wC(z) =
[wC,0(z), wC,1(z), . . . , wC,N−1(z)]) and a total flow rate value
(V̇) such that the used pumping energy is minimized. Hence,
we can formulate the problem of optimum channel width and
flow rate selection as follows:

min
wC(z),V̇

J = �P · V̇T (15)

subject to 1) (6) and (8)

2) Design constraints.

B. Design Constraints

In our channel modulation formulation for maximizing en-
ergy efficiency, there are several design constrains that should
not be violated.

1) Constraints on Channel Widths: TSV arrays are the
driving factors of 3-D stacked integration, and the microchan-
nel heat sinks implemented in 3-D ICs must be compatible
with them. Hence, it must be ensured that the maximum
channel width is bounded to give clearance for the etching
processes involved in the fabrication of TSVs. This bound
depends on the TSV pitch and diameter. On the other hand,
channels cannot be arbitrarily thin. Thin channels are not only
difficult to fabricate, but also result in excessive resistance
to coolant flow requiring larger pumping effort [13]. These
considerations require a minimum channel width to be defined.
Thus, our optimal design problem is constrained with the
following inequality for N channels:

wCmin ≤ wC,i(z) ≤ wCmax

∀z ∈ [0, d], i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (16)

2) Equality of Pressure Drop in Microchannels: Liquid-
cooled 3-D MPSoCs are typically manufactured using a her-
metically sealed manifold which forms the basic structure
that helps the transfer of the coolant from an external source
into the various cavities in the target system (see Fig. 1). As
Fig. 1 shows at the inlet and outlet there is a single reservoir
cavity from which fluid enters different channels on various
layers. Hence, a reasonable assumption is that the pressure
drop across the channels is the same in the IC. This condition
can be enforced in the proposed method by using the following
additional design constraint:

�Pi = �Pi+1, i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2. (17)

3) 3-D MPSoC Thermal Variation Constraints: One of the
aims of our cooling system is to ensure that the 3-D MPSoC
operates under safe conditions. Safe operating conditions are
defined by maximum limits on both the peak temperature
and the spatial thermal variations (i.e., thermal gradients). In

our prior work [12], we have used optimal design techniques
to minimize thermal gradients in an IC. Also, in the same
work [12], we have limited the pressure drop (and hence
the power supplied to the cooling systems) while solving
the problem, to the maximal operational safe limits shown in
liquid-cooled 3-D IC prototypes [7]. In this paper, our main
objective is to minimize the cooling effort while maintaining
safe operating conditions. Hence, in (15), the peak temperature
and thermal gradients must appear as constraints.

The peak temperature constraint max(T) is usually deter-
mined based on the critical thresholds provided by the manu-
facturer of the chip. However, thermal gradients have different
definitions based on the designer’s motivations and desirable
operating conditions. A simple definition is the difference
between the maximum and minimum temperature in IC. A
more sophisticated definition would entail us to minimize the
spatial gradient slope of the temperature on the IC surfaces.
In this paper, we choose the former to simplify the overall
optimization process. The thermal design constrains used in
our problem formulation are

max(T) ≤ Tmax (18)

max(T) − min(T) ≤ �Tmax (19)

where T is the vector of temperatures computed for a given
IC. Tmax and �Tmax are the peak temperature and the thermal
gradient constraints.

V. Illustration of GreenCool Using a 3-D Test

Vehicle

In this section, we illustrate with a simple example the
potential of combining thermally aware floorplanning and
GreenCool in a single optimization loop for global energy
efficiency. In particular, we perform this analysis to show some
insights that whether thermally optimized, energy-efficient 3-
D MPSoC design is obtained with equal contribution of the
aforementioned techniques, or a single technique has the major
contribution on the overall efficiency.

A. Test 3-D MPSoC

In this analysis, we use a simple illustrative two-tier 3-D
MPSoC, where the top and bottom tiers are identical, and
water is the coolant that flows through the microchannels.
Within a single tier, the overall area (1×1cm2) is split into four
identical sections, each section is of an area (0.5 × 0.5 cm2).
In addition, there are four power sources that have the power
dissipation values [30, 50, 70, 90]W/cm2. These power sources
are allocated to each tier. Thus, there are 24 different combi-
nations (floorplans) to the target 3-D MPSoC. Since floorplans
that are mirror images lateral to the direction of coolant flow
are identical, we consider only 12 of the combinations in
Fig. 7. In these figures, the direction of the coolant in the
microchannels is from the bottom to the top of the figure.
The structural parameters of this 3-D MPSoC are shown in
Table I (see Fig. 5 for more details about these parameters).
Obviously, some of these floorplans are better with respect to
thermal considerations than the others. Our objective in this
experiment is to study how channel width modulation affects
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Fig. 7. Planar view of the 12 possible floorplans that can be generated when
allocating the different power sources to the target 3-D MPSoC.

TABLE I

System Parameters Used in the Analysis

Symbol Parameter Value (μm)
HC Channel height 200
HSi Silicon tiers thickness 50

wC,min Minimum channel width 50
wC,max Maximum channel width 130

W Channel pitch 200

thermally good and thermally inefficient designs within a joint
architectural exploration.

B. Channel Width Variation Impact

First, we show in this section the thermal gradient and peak
temperature impact when the channel width is varied. In this
set of experiments, we fix the applied pressure drop to �P =
4 bar, and we use a uniform (nonmodulated) channel width.
In addition, we simulate each floorplan with different channel
widths WC ∈ {40, 50, . . . , 130}μm, and we plot, for all the
cases, the scatter graph between the peak temperature and the
thermal gradient (max(T ) − min(T )) in Fig. 8.

We observe from Fig. 8 that inappropriate (suboptimal)
selection of the channel width leads to undesired thermal
response presented by high peak temperature and high thermal
gradient. Irrespective of the floorplan, Fig. 8 shows a trend in
high peak temperature associated with high thermal gradient
when peak temperature is higher than 60 °C. Thus, it is crucial
that the channel widths are optimized for each floorplan to
satisfy the thermal constraints.

In addition, we observe that floorplanning has an impact
on thermal efficiency. Fig. 8 shows that each floorplan that
achieves a low thermal gradient implies a low peak temper-
ature such as floorplans 11 and 12. However, there are other
floorplans that achieve low peak temperature (e.g., floorplans
2, 5, and 8) but with a relatively high thermal gradient. This
is a clear indication that floorplans can be designed to be
thermally efficient and when combined with optimized channel
width, or even modulation, more optimized designs can be
achieved. Moreover, this paper shows that a low thermal
gradient is a more crucial and tighter constraint than the peak
temperature constraint. Thus, in the following analysis, we

Fig. 8. Thermal gradient and peak temperature scatter graph of various
floorplans in Fig. 7 with varying channel widths and applied pressure drop
�P = 4 bar.

limit the search space for an optimized channel profile with a
maximal peak temperature of 60 °C.

C. Channel Modulation Impact

To study the impact and effectiveness for channel modula-
tion, we run the optimized design method explained in Section
IV under two scenarios.

1) We solve the problem in (15) by enforcing a uniform
channel width. That is, instead of finding the channel
width as a function of the distance z from inlet, we find
a single value of channel width for all channels and the
corresponding pumping power that minimizes the cost
function in (15). This approach corresponds to a con-
ventional microchannel design. We denote this scenario
as GreenCool without modulation throughout the rest of
this paper and serves as the reference for comparison
with our proposed optimized channel modulation.

2) We solve the problem in (15) to perform our pro-
posed optimized channel width modulation. This sce-
nario will be referred to as the GreenCool with mod-
ulation throughout the rest of this paper. The thermal
constraints in each case are defined as Tmax = 60 °C and
�Tmax = 10 °C.

To reduce the simulation time of computation of channel
width profiles, we exploit the simplicity of the given floorplan
and divide the area of the IC in Fig. 7 into two halves—the
left and the right half, and group the microchannels under each
half as a single unit. Each of this group lies directly below a
unique set of two floorplan elements from inlet to outlet and
hence, the channel width modulation method applied to them
is affected mainly by that set of floorplan elements. Therefore,
a single optimized channel width profiling is applied to all the
microchannels in a group. Each microchannel can be treated
individually at the cost of a much higher simulation time.

For each floorplan in Fig. 7, the energy spent on pumping
the coolant for both the GreenCool without modulation and
with modulation cases is shown in Table II. We limit the
maximum pumping pressure applied to 10 bars, as indicated
by our industry partners [8]. In Table II, we mark the operating
points that exceed the maximum possible pressure drop with
XX. Without modulation, we observe that there are significant
differences between the thermal performances of the floor-
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TABLE II

Power Savings Observed When Gradient Constraint Is 10 °C and Peak Temperature Constraint Is 60 °C

Floorplan GreenCool Without Modulation GreenCool With Modulation Power Savings (% Value)
number �P (bars) V̇ ml/min Pumping power �P (bars) V̇ ml/min Pumping power

per cavity required (W) per cavity required (W)
1 6.84 609 6.945 2.85 140 0.67 90.4
2 3.57 284 1.687 3.29 114 0.62 63.1
3 XX XX XX 2.83 155 0.73 98.4
4 XX XX XX 9.66 204 3.29 97.2
5 XX XX XX 2.83 155 0.73 96.9
6 XX XX XX 9.66 204 3.29 97.2
7 6.84 609 6.945 2.85 140 0.67 90.4
8 2.79 168 0.781 3.30 114 0.62 20.1
9 XX XX XX 2.83 155 0.73 98.4

10 4.74 652 5.513 2.49 91 0.38 92.6
11 2.58 95 0.408 2.51 81 0.34 17.4
12 2.62 106 0.463 2.44 80 0.32 29.9

Pressure drops that exceed the maximum allowable drop are marked by XX.

plans, i.e., some require very little pumping power owing to
better thermal design and some require very large or even
unfeasible pumping power due to poor thermal design. For
example, floorplans 4 and 6 require very high pumping power,
which is unfeasible. In these two floorplans, the high heat
flux elements are placed near the outlet of the microchannels
where the coolant is already hot. This aggravates the thermal
response at these locations, raising the peak temperatures
and thermal gradients considerably. Hence, coolant must be
pumped at a very large flow rate to remove heat and maintain
the temperatures below the constraints. Therefore, the pumping
power increases significantly.

In contrast, GreenCool with modulation performs better
compared to without modulation for every single floorplan.
The savings in pumping power reach 98%. Moreover, Green-
Cool reduces the pumping pressure of all the cases to the
allowable range (i.e., ten bars or less). It must be noted that
the savings are higher for the poor thermal designs, such
as floorplans 4 and 6. This is because channel modulation
compensates for the rise in coolant temperatures near the
outlets by customizing the cooling properties. Even for the
case of better designs, such as floorplans 8, 11, and 12, there is
still about 17–30% savings in the pumping power. In addition,
the range of the required pumping power for all the floorplans
is considerably reduced compared to the uniform channel
width case. Thus, irrespective of how thermally optimal the
floorplan is, optimized channel modulation manages to reduce
cooling costs across the design space while meeting the
thermal constraints. This implies that by utilizing GreenCool,
thermal constraints during floorplanning can be relaxed and
the layout can be optimized solely with other major design
constraints such as performance and area.

VI. Target 3-D MPSoC Architecture

and Performance Modeling Methodology

3-D MPSoCs with stacked DRAM are expected to be among
the early commercial 3-D products to appear in the market.
Performance improvements achieved by reducing the memory
access latency through DRAM stacking are likely to cause
corresponding increases in power and temperature, resulting
in interesting performance-temperature tradeoffs. This section
introduces our target 3-D MPSoC with stacked DRAM and
discusses the modeling of memory access latency in detail.

Fig. 9. Layout of the logic layer of the target 3-D system.

Fig. 10. Illustration of the 3-D system with DRAM stacking that has (a)
single-bus memory access and (b) 4-way parallel memory access, respectively.

A. Target System

Our target 3-D MPSoC is a DRAM-on-multicore architec-
ture. All the processing cores and caches in our target 3-D
MPSoC are on a logic layer, and the DRAM layer is stacked
below it. We use TSVs for vertically connecting the logic
and DRAM layers. We assume face-to-back, wafer-to-wafer
bonding. We explore the target 3-D MPSoC with and without
L2 caches. For memory-bounded benchmarks running on 3-D
systems with high-bandwidth memory access, we expect the
3-D MPSoC without L2 cache to provide smaller area and
lower cost without sacrificing performance.

We illustrate the floorplan of the logic layer of the 16-
core 3-D MPSoC in Fig. 9. We model the core architecture
based on the cores in AMD Magny-Cours processors, as
described in our prior work [36]. We assume that the processor
is manufactured using 45 nm technology, and that the 3-D
MPSoC with L2 caches has a total die area of 376 mm2.

To simulate the data transfer between the logic layer and the
DRAM layer in the 3-D MPSoC, we consider three different
schemes: single-bus memory access, 4-way parallel memory
access, and 8-way parallel memory access. As illustrated in
Fig. 10, 4-way parallel scheme allows four on-chip memory
controllers accessing the four DRAM ranks simultaneously.
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Fig. 11. Six layouts for modeling on-chip wire delay of target 3-D systems.
The green blocks represent the memory controllers.

TABLE III

On-Chip Wire Delay

Floorplan Average Distance (mm) Wire Delay (ns)
CaseI−X, CaseI−Y 12.5 4.58
CaseII−X, CaseII−Y 13.75 5.03
CaseIII−X, CaseIII−Y 14.375 5.26

B. Modeling Memory Access Latency

For MPSoCs, the access latency from the last-level caches
(LLC) to main memory is composed of three components:
1) the propagation delay between the LLC to the memory
controller (LLC-to-controller delay); 2) the data request time
spent at the memory controller (memory controller processing
latency); and 3) the data retrieval time spent at the DRAM.

In order to model the LLC-to-controller delay, we assume
that all the last-level L1 or L2 caches are connected to
the memory controllers through a shared bus. The global
bus interconnect is routed around the chip in a serpentine
fashion, as illustrated in Fig. 9. We use energy-optimized
repeater-inserted pipelined channels to model the on-chip bus
interconnect [37]. The wire propagation delay is linear with
respect to the wire length. We assume each pipeline stage has
a propagation delay of 183 ps per mm [38].

We explore the average LLC to memory controller distance
for the six different layouts as shown in Fig. 11. The memory
controllers in CaseI, CaseII, and CaseIII have one, two, and
four memory controller blocks, respectively. The average LLC
to memory controller distance and the corresponding round-
trip wire delay for all the six layouts are listed in Table III.
The wire delay in Table III is obtained by multiplying the
round-trip average distance by the propagation delay per mm.

The memory controller processing latency is strongly af-
fected by the memory request queuing delay [39], that is, the
time spent by a memory request waiting to get scheduled. We
apply queuing theory to model the memory controller queuing
delay, where the memory request queue is modeled as a M/D/1
queuing system. In M/D/1 queuing formula, the queuing delay
depends on two parameters: arrival rate and service rate. We
estimate the service rate by considering the DRAM access time
(tRAS and tRP) and the availability of parallel memory access
in the 3-D MPSoC. We set the row active time tRAS = 36 ns
and row precharge time tRP = 15 ns as reported by MICRON’s

TABLE IV

Main Memory Access Latency for the 3-D MPSoC With

Single-Bus Memory Access

LLC-to-MC 5 ns LLC-to-controller delay
Memory controller 25 ns memory controller processing time
Main On-chip 1 GB DRAM
Memory tRAS = 36 ns, tRP = 15 ns
Total delay Total = 81 ns
Memory bus On-chip memory bus, 2 GHz, 64 Byte bus width

Fig. 12. Memory request queuing delay in different memory access schemes.
Average access rates of 0.0035, 0.012, and 0.025 are obtained by simulating
single-bus, 4-way parallel, and 8-way parallel access schemes, respectively.

DDR3 SDRAM [40]. Thus, we model the memory request
queue service rate for the 3-D MPSoC with single-bus access
as 0.02 per cycle. We assume that the service rate is four times
and eight times of the service rate of the single bus access with
4- and 8-way parallel memory access, respectively. Fig. 12
presents the queuing delay of the memory requests.

DRAM access latency consists of address decoding time,
column and row active time, and data transfer time. In our 3-
D MPSoC, we consider a 1 GB DRAM which consists of four
ranks, each of which has four banks. We apply the same timing
parameters for the DRAM layer of the target 3-D MPSoC
as in MICRON’s SDRAM [40], which is consistent with the
assumptions used in earlier studies [41], [42]. The wire delay
on the DRAM layer is not explicitly modeled in this study,
since the intrarank delay is already taken into account in the
DRAM row active time. Table IV summarizes the access times
for the 3-D MPSoC with single-bus memory access.

Table V lists the bus width, number of TSVs, and the
total area of TSVs for the 3-D MPSoCs with the single-
bus, 4-way, and 8-way parallel memory access schemes. In
our experiments, we use TSVs with a diameter of 50 μm
and a center-to-center pitch of 100 μm. We select these TSV
parameters as they are verified to be compatible with interlayer
liquid cooling in manufactured prototypes [6], [8], [18].

VII. GreenCool on 3-D MPSoC: Experimental Setup

A. Performance Simulation

In our simulation framework, M5 full-system simulator [43]
with Alpha instruction set architecture is used for simulating
the performance of our target systems. We model the target
3-D MPSoC in M5 by configuring the main memory access
latency and the bus width/speed between the last level caches
and main memory to mimic the high data transfer bandwidth
provided by the TSVs. Table IV lists the memory access
latencies used in the performance simulations.

We select four parallel applications from the PARSEC
benchmarks suite [44] as our target workloads: bodytrack,
canneal, ferret, and streamcluster. We run the PARSEC bench-
marks in M5 with sim-large input data sets in the region of
interest (ROI). We execute each benchmark with the detailed
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TABLE V

Bus and TSV Configurations

Memory access Bus width (byte) TSV Number TSV Area (mm2)
Single-bus 64 512 5.78
4-way parallel 256 2048 21.2
8-way parallel 512 4096 41.8

TABLE VI

System Parameters Used in the Experiments

Symbol Parameter Value
TCin Fluid inlet temperature 27 °C
Tmax Peak temperature constraint 60 °C
HC Channel height 100 μm
HSi Silicon tiers thickness 50 μm
wC,min Minimum channel width 30 μm

wC,max Maximum channel width 80 μm
W Channel pitch 100 μm

out-of-order CPUs with accurate memory access simulations,
and collect statistics at every 10 ms for 100 sampling steps
or until the end of ROI. The performance statistics collected
from M5 simulations are used as inputs to the processor power
model. At every sampling interval, we also track the number
of L2 cache accesses and the memory accesses to each DRAM
bank. The access statistics are then fed into cache and DRAM
power models to generate the power traces for the L2 caches
and DRAM banks.

B. Power Model

In order to obtain the run-time dynamic power for the
processing cores, we use McPAT 0.7 [45] for 45 nm process.
We set Vdd to 1.1 V and operating frequency to 2.1 GHz for
our target systems in the McPAT simulations. After getting the
run-time dynamic core power from McPAT, we calibrate them
using the average core power from measurements on an AMD
Magny-Cours processor. We derive a calibration factor by
correlating the average dynamic power computed by McPAT
with the measured power. We then use this factor to scale the
dynamic core power consumption of each benchmark. The
average dynamic core power across the benchmarks in the 3-
D MPSoC with single bus access is 6.18 W, while the average
core power is 7.7 W in the 3-D MPSoC with 8-way parallel
memory access without L2 caches. The core leakage power is
2.63 W at nominal temperature of 343 K. As we modulate the
on-chip temperature through liquid cooling, range of thermal
variations is limited. Thus, we use a fixed leakage value
without explicitly modeling the temperature dependence.

The L2 cache power is calculated using Cacti 5.3 [46]. The
dynamic L2 power is scaled using L2 cache access rates from
the performance simulations. The average L2 cache power
is 0.62W and the leakage power for L2 cache is 0.45 W.
The DRAM power in the 3-D system is calculated using
MICRON’s DRAM power calculator [47], which takes the
memory read and write access rates as inputs. We obtain
detailed DRAM power traces for each of the DRAM banks
at every sampling interval. The average on-chip DRAM bank
power across all the benchmarks in 3-D MPSoC with single-
bus access is 1.19 W, while in 3-D MPSoC with 8-way parallel
memory access without L2 cache is 3.33 W.

The total on-chip memory controller power for the target 3-
D MPSoCs is estimated based on existing memory controllers

Fig. 13. 3-D MPSoC power efficiency for GreenCool with and without
modulation cases when �Tmax = 10 °C.

Fig. 14. 3-D MPSoC power efficiency for GreenCool with and without
modulation cases when �Tmax = 12 °C.

for many-core systems [48] as 5.9 W. Thus, the system
interface and I/O power as well as the on-chip bus power
are negligible with respect to the total chip power. It has been
shown that the total on-chip bus power for running PARSEC
and NAS workloads is less than 2.0 W even for a 64-core
system [37].

VIII. GreenCool on 3-D MPSoC: Results

In this section, we apply GreenCool with and without
modulation to the aforementioned five architectures. Each
architecture is simulated with eight different power traces
(using peak and average power consumption for each of the 4
benchmarks), which makes a total of 40 case studies. First, we
simulate air cooling for the same 3-D MPSoC architectures in
HotSpot 5.0 [22] using default package parameters of HotSpot.
The resulting peak temperatures are between 77 °C and 99 °C.
In our experiments, we use (single-phase) water as the coolant.

Next, we explore the impact of thermal gradients on Green-
Cool performance for the 40 cases using four different thermal
gradient constraints in (19), i.e., �Tmax ∈ {10, 12, 15, 20} °C.
We show the system parameters and the constraints in Ta-
ble VI. When we apply GreenCool to the target 3-D MPSoC,
we limit the peak temperature to Tmax = 60 °C. This choice is
based on our analysis in Section V-B, where we find that the
feasible region for GreenCool for meeting the given thermal
gradient constraints is when the peak temperature is below
60 °C.

Figs. 13–15 use scatter plots to illustrate the 3-D MPSoC
power efficiency obtained for thermal gradient constraints of
10, 12, and 15 °C. In these figures, we plot the 3-D MPSoC
total power consumption (computational power and cooling)
against solely the computational power consumption (cores,
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Fig. 15. 3-D MPSoC power efficiency for GreenCool with and without
modulation cases when �Tmax = 15 °C.

L2 cache, DRAM, and interconnect). For better visualization,
all the power values in this plot are normalized to the max-
imum computational power consumption observed in all the
power simulations in Section VII-B (Pmax = 463 W). In each
of these scatter plots, a different marker is used for each of
the five target architectures. In addition, marker colors, blue,
and red, are used to distinguish between the results obtained
from GreenCool with modulation and without modulation.

To quantify the energy efficiency based on these figures,
we use a metric called the power usage effectiveness (PUE),
which is a metric often used for quantifying the efficiency of
data centers. In this paper, we define PUE as follows:

PUE =
3-D MPSoC total power consumption

3-D MPSoC computational power consumption
.

(20)
PUE can be visualized in Figs. 13–15 as the ratio of the y-
coordinate to the x-coordinate for each data point. Ideally, PUE
must be equal to 1, representing a case where no cooling
effort is needed at all, and all the energy spent is purely
for computational performance. This ideal power efficiency
is represented by the solid black straight line in Figs. 13–
15. Based on (20) and Figs. 13–15, we make the following
observations.

First, for each simulation, GreenCool with modulation
exhibits higher energy efficiency than without modulation.
GreenCool manages to enhance PUE by up to 54% and on
average by 11.4% when �Tmax = 10°C. Similar energy effi-
ciency improvement trends are observed when �Tmax = 12°C
(6% average 35% peak savings) and when �Tmax = 15°C
(2.3% average and 14% peak savings). The peak temperatures
and gradients satisfy the constraints as follows:

max(T) ∈ [39, 49] °C when �Tmax = 10 °C

max(T) ∈ [42, 51] °C when �Tmax = 12 °C

max(T) ∈ [45, 54] °C when �Tmax = 15 °C

max(T) ∈ [50, 60] °C when �Tmax = 20 °C

Second, changing the thermal gradient constraint has a
very significant impact on the PUE. Fig. 13 shows the poor
efficiency of the target 3-D MPSoC, especially for high power
consumption cases, when we constrain the maximum thermal
gradient to only 10 °C. This is because a significant portion
of the total energy is used in the cooling system to satisfy
this constraint, which indicates either a suboptimal thermal
floorplan design or the difficulty of meeting this constraint on

Fig. 16. Channel width profile obtained, by applying GreenCool (a), (c),
(e) with modulation, and (b), (d), (f) without modulation for 4-way par-
allel access architecture running ferret. (a) Modulation �Tmax = 10 °C.
(b) No modulation �Tmax = 10 °C. (c) Modulation �Tmax = 12 °C. (d) No
modulation �Tmax = 12 °C. (e) Modulation �Tmax = 15 °C. (f) No modulation
�Tmax = 15 °C.

the target system. However, Fig. 15 shows significant PUE
gain for these high power consumption cases, due to the
relaxed thermal gradient constraint. Obviously, relaxed con-
straint results in larger thermal gradients, and hence may not
represent an effective use of GreenCool. Fig. 14 represents an
optimum tradeoff point between the two cases, as we maintain
small gradients and enhance PUE by reducing the cooling cost.
In these experiments, we see that GreenCool improves the
energy efficiency even under tight thermal constraints.

We also examine the impact of GreenCool with large
thermal gradients, i.e., �Tmax = 20 °C. In this case, GreenCool
manages to reduce the pumping power by up to 41% with
respect to GreenCool without modulation. In fact, the optimum
channel width in this case is determined as the maximum
width constraint we define in Table VI. However, we observe
that the enhancement in the PUE in this case is 2%. This
slight enhancement indicates that both GreenCool with and
without modulation achieve low PUE values (PUE = 1.02 with
modulation); thus, both techniques are energy-efficient.

Third, we observe performance differences among the var-
ious architectures. While running benchmarks with low or
average power consumption, all the explored architectures
are energy-efficient. However, architectures shared, 4-way,
and 8-way parallel show extremely poor PUE at high power
consumption values, whereas architectures 4-way and 8-way
parallel No-L2 do not deviate much from PUE = 1.0 for any of
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the power profiles. The observed results are counter-intuitive
as due to the presence of L2 cache, the overall power density
is reduced. Hence, the required pumping power for the cases
with L2 cache should be lower than those without L2 cache.
However, these results are primarily dominated by the effects
of the die areas of the explored architectures. The larger die
area, hence longer channel, in architectures shared, 4-way, and
8-way parallel causes the coolant to travel a longer distance
along the IC, leading to more sensible heat accumulation
compared to that of the smaller die area in architectures 4-way
and 8-way parallel No-L2. To compensate for this increased
sensible heat accumulation, coolant flow rate and the pumping
power must be significantly increased. Moreover, the pumping
power for the fluid to flow with the same flow rate in longer
channels is larger than the case of smaller channels. Compared
to 4-way parallel No-L2, 4-way parallel architecture requires,
on average, 250% increase in pressure drop (from 3.62 to
12.9 bars) for GreenCool with modulation and 161% without
modulation (from 4.63 to 13.23 bars) to satisfy the thermal gra-
dient constraint �Tmax = 10 °C. Similarly, compared to 8-way
parallel No-L2, 8-way parallel requires about 450% higher
pressure drop to satisfy the thermal constraints. 8-way parallel
No-L2 has 5.2% higher throughput (instructions per second)
compared to 8-way parallel, owing to the high DRAM access
bandwidth and low latency in the 3-D architecture. Thus,
removing the L2 caches in 3-D MPSoCs with stacked DRAM
reduces the cooling cost in addition to potential benefits in de-
sign cost and complexity, while maintaining high performance.

In Fig. 16, we show the modulated channel width profile
obtained after running GreenCool with and without modula-
tion on the 4-way parallel access architecture running ferret
(peak power). As our target 3-D MPSoC has a homogeneous
architecture, GreenCool provides the same channel profile for
all the microchannels. However, our previous work shows
that GreenCool can also handle heterogeneous architectures
with large power dissipation variations [12]. Our results in
Section V also illustrate that GreenCool achieves outstanding
results for heterogeneous floorplans. Overall, GreenCool pro-
vides the optimum channel profile regardless of the specific
thermal gradient constraint. The resulting channel shape, how-
ever, varies depending on the gradient constraints. For high
power benchmarks (as in Fig. 16), we observe lower variation
in channel widths for the low thermal gradient �Tmax = 10 °C.
This is primarily due to the inclusion of the flow rate V̇
as a optimization parameter and the fact that we primarily
target minimizing the pumping energy. In some experiments
the search space is narrower due to the stringent thermal
constraints (�Tmax = 10 °C), hence, limiting the feasible
channel width profiles to a smaller set. When constraints
are relaxed, the feasible channel width profile is augmented
leading to a more optimum operating point.

IX. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented GreenCool, an energy-efficient
liquid cooling optimization method for thermal balancing
and energy reduction. We showed the impact of channel
width modulation on convective heat transfer coefficients.
In addition, we formulated an optimal design problem to

minimize the pumping energy by utilizing channel modulation,
subject to peak temperature and maximum thermal gradient
constraints. We compared GreenCool against applying the
same optimization procedure, but using fixed-width channels
(i.e., no modulation). When exploring GreenCool under var-
ious floorplanning approaches, we showed that GreenCool
reduces cooling power by up to 98% with respect to no
modulation. In addition, GreenCool augments the benefits
of thermally-aware floorplanning, facilitating better floorplan
optimization for other design parameters. We also conducted
detailed experiments on a 3-D MPSoC with stacked DRAM,
for which GreenCool achieves up to 53% energy-efficiency
improvement compared to the no modulation case.
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